Imbed anw-1 sphere in an n sphere, and the complement is divided into two components. It seems that the closure of each of the resulting components should be a topological w-cell. This statement isn't true. The classical counterexample (in dimension 3) is the Alexander Horned Sphere.
1 It was conjectured, however, that if one restricts one's attention to some class of well-behaved imbeddings, then the statement is true. For instance, in the differentiable case, the Schoenflies Problem asks an even stronger question: Given <j>: S n~l ->E n , a differentiable imbedding of the (ra -1) -sphere in Euclidean space, can one extend <j> to a differentiable imbedding of the unit ball (of which S n~x is the boundary) into Euclidean space? 2 And, in fact, proofs exist for the usual categories of nice imbeddings: differentiable and polyhedral, in dimensions 1, 2, and 3.
3 The problem, then, is to prove this statement for arbitrary dimension N. Such a proof follows under a niceness condition which includes the condition of differentiability.
4
Outline of proof. Let x be the set of manifolds bounded by the n -1 sphere obtainable as the closure of a complement of a nice imbedding of S n~x in 5 n . Define a commutative semi-group structure in x-(Really, it cannot be done, but just enough of a multiplication 
But on the other hand,
The above description of how the proof works is, as you shall see, a useful fiction.
FIG. 1
The euphemism "Nice." Consider an imbedding xj/: 5 W~1 ->5 n as «nice,* if (i) There is a homeomorphism <£:
The homeomorphism <j> is semi-linear in the neighborhood U of some point x in 5 n-1 Xl. Semi-linearity is meant in regard to a subdivision of the canonical simplicial structure of S n -the triangulation of the boundary of the (^ + 1)-simplex.
Let, then, \f/: S n~1 -^S n be a nice imbedding. X, the set of points to the "left" of S n~\ and X\ the set of points to the "right" of 5 W_1 are both manifolds bounded by S n~l (Figure 1 ). Further, since the imbedding is nice, if one calls X 0 the set of pointed to the "left" of S n~1 Xl/2, one sees that X^X 0 (by a homeomorphism which stretches the collar of X 0 over the collar of X, Collar means the topological space IXS 71 " 1 ). This observation says: (1) X+Collar = X (That is, if one attaches a copy of IXS"" 1 to the boundary of X by a homeomorphism of one component of the boundary of IXS* 1 " 1 onto the boundary of X, the resulting manifold is homeomorphic to X.) X' FIG. 2 Here is where I must use the second condition of niceness. Let A n be a simplex in the set UQIXS^1.
Since <j> is semilinear at that point, <£(A n ) is a simplex in S n . Call A n the interior of A n , and /3 n = /X5' n~1 -À n . /3 n shall be called an n-stock. It can be redrawn as in Figure 2 . The boundary of A n corresponds to the external boundary of the drawing. The name w-stock is suggested by its similarity (in dimension 2) to an obsolescent New England penal apparatus. Then (f) restricts to a homeomorphism of f5 n into S n -<fi(À n ). The space S n -$(À n ) is homeomorphic with J w , being nothing more than a sphere with the interior of a simplex removed. Thus, in the light of the redrawing, Figure 2, (2) A description of I n may be obtained as follows: Take /3 n , and sew X into one interior boundary component of /3 n (by an attaching homeomorphism p of its boundary). Similarly, sew X' into the other interior boundary of /3 n (and again by a particular homeomorphism, X X 00 :
The scene now changes. We are in Euclidean space, and have constructed something like 2 0 of Figure 3 . To construct S 0 start with a sequence 2) of cells laid end to end, and converging to a point. Then hollow out each chamber of 2 by extracting the interior of an w-cell, similar in shape to the chamber itself.
Any two adjacent sections form a stock, and the stocks are labelled Pi, PI as in Figure 3 . Notice that Pi and PÏ have co 2 » the boundary of an interior hole in common. Let Çi -Pi-^pl be a sequence of homeomorphisms leaving co 2 * pointwise invariant. Similarly, j8/ and ft+i have a boundary of an interior hole w 2 »+i in common, and another sequence of homeomorphisms £»•: Pl-*Pi+i can be found leaving co 2 ; +2 pointwise invariant. Let $; = J\-|a> 2 v_i and \[/i = & | a> 2 ;.
The object is to form X 00 by attaching copies of X and X' in alternating holes, in such a manner that the f/s extend to yield homeomorphisms of the filled-in pi (denoted Pi) with the filled-in pi (denoted Pi) y and the £/s extend similarly. Let jSi be identified with the standard w-stock /3 n . Fill up Pi by sewing X into the first hole by p, (the homeomorphism of X with o>i), and X' into the second by p'.
The procedure in general: to sew X into <ÛM+I, use the attaching homeomorphism (j>k'<t>k~l <t>l ' P" X-»C02fc+l.
Then notice that f A is the identity on co 2 fc to obtain a homeomorphism ffc: Pk-*$k extending £** to the filled-up jS*. And, in perfect analogy, to sew X 1 into co2k+2 use the attaching homeomorphism
The fact that £& is the identity on co 2 fc+i enables one to extend to a homeomorphism | fc : ftf ->&H-I-Since ft = I W and j5< «ft-«ft+i it follows thatft = jS/=J w for all i. There are two ways to view X 00 :
As in figure 4.
FIG. 4
The (n -l)-subcomplex F, of S consisting of the sum of the boundaries of the /3/s, is mapped by the identity homeomorphism X into the (w -1) -skeleton of X 00 . Since S is homeomorphic with I n , to show that X e0 = 7 W , I need only show that X can be extended to a homeomorphism X: 2-»X°°.
The extension must be made to the interior of each chamber ft-, X being already defined on the boundary.
Knowledge that ft is, in fact, an n-cell reduces this to the following task:
Given a homeomorphism X: £?-*È% from the boundary of one w-cell to that of another, to extend it to X: £?-»££, a homeomorphism between the two cells.
But to do this, just consider each w-cell as the unit ball in Euclidean space. Then obtain the extension homeomorphism by radial projection.
X 00 = X + Collar.
As in figure 5.
FIG. 5
All I need demonstrate is that everything but X in the above picture, i.e. (X e0 -X), is homeomorphic with lXS n~\ Let 2' be 2 with the first hole whittled out, as in Figure 5 . Then 2' = /XS n " 1 . Moreover, 2' is homeomorphic with X 00 -X, in that the dark portion of 2' (the sum of the first chamber and the boundaries of the /3/'s) is mapped by the identity homeomorphism X onto the corresponding portion of X°°-X.
The problem then, remains to extend X to a homeomorphism X of all of 2' onto X°°-X. This can be done by extending X to a homeomorphism on the interior of each 0/. Knowledge that & is, in fact, an w-cell reduces this to the same task as above. Extension, therefore is possible.
And so:
In = X 00 = X + Collar = X which proves that: If S n~l is embedded nicely in 5 W , the closure of each of the complementary components is topologically an n-cell. Some open problems. The second condition of "niceness" is, as far as I can see, merely a technical contrivance needed to make this method of proof work. It would be very odd if it really mattered. Yet no simple rephrasing of the proof enables one to get around some such restriction-at least I have found none such. Further, from the point of view of certain applications of the theorem, this restriction is extremely unpleasant. For example, if one had the unrestricted theorem, it would be possible to prove:
(1) If the open cone of a topological space X is locally euclidean at the origin, then it is topologically equivalent with euclidean space. (The open cone of a space is obtained by taking XXR*, where R* is the topological space consisting of the non-negative real numbers, and identifying XXO to a point. The origin is just the image of XXO.) As it stands, one can prove the above where X is a finite complex.
(2) Let K be a simplicial complex topologically equal to the nsphere. Let D n be an w-simplex in K. Find an w-simplex D\ contained in the interior of D n , and similar to it. Then Dl is an n -1 sphere embedded in S n with a product neighborhood, and bounds the two regions D% and its complement. The complement of the interior of DQ is topologically an n-cell.
(3) Addition of topological manifolds is a well-defined operation. Thus, there is the problem of determining whether condition (ii) of the definition of niceness can be eliminated.
Also, there is the question of polyhedral imbeddings. Is every polyhedral imbedding "nice" in the sense of the above definition? Here the difficulty is with condition (i). There is a lemma of Noguchi which is as yet unpublished which shows that it is so for combinatorial imbeddings up to dimension n = 5.
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